Abstract-In online education scenario, recommending exercises for students is an attractive research topic. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid recommendation model that combines deep collaborative filtering (DeepCF) component with wide linear component. The former incorporates stacked denoising auto-encoder(SDAE) into matrix factorization and the latter is general linear component. In DeepCF component, we employ SDAE to learn low dimension latent feature of a student's feature and an item's feature and use matrix factorization method to predict the rating that a student rates an item. In wide linear model, we incorporate some meta properties of an item, such as difficulty, type and knowledge components(KCs). The two components are combined by linear approach. We use negative sampling method to generate the training dataset. An item is corrupted by Gaussian noise and is feed into the SDAE net ,which consists of encoder and decoder with multiple layers. We use tightly couple model to combine SDAE model and collaborative filter model. Experimental results show that the proposed model achieves a 10% relative improvement in AUC metric compared to the traditional collaborative filter method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of online education, recommender systems play a key role in implementing personalized learning. In K12 online education scenario, there are hundreds of thousands of exercises. It is impossible and unnecessary for a student to do all exercises. The aim of exercise recommender system is to filter and pick up proper items for a student. It not only consolidates the KC that the student has just learned, but also can review learned KCs that she has high probability to forget.
The recommender system can improve the efficient and effort of doing exercises as it can know what she knows or what she does not know. It is also able to save the student's time to select proper exercises.
Recommender systems are usually classified into three categories: content based method, collaborative filter and hybrid method [1] . Collaborative filter based recommender systems have good performance and high accuracy, but suffer from cold start and sparse problem. Due to powerful computation and new algorithm, deep learning has achieved great success in many fields [2] . Inspired by the success of deep learning applied on speech recognition, image recognition, and machine translation, many researchers have employed deep learning on recommender systems [3] . Deep learning learns multiple levels of representations and abstractions from data, and can solve both supervised and unsupervised learning tasks [4] . Auto-encoder (AE) is an unsupervised deep learning model attempting to reconstruct its input data in the output layer. In general, the bottleneck layer (the middle-most layer) is used as a salient feature representation of the input data. There are many variants of auto-encoders such as denoising auto-encoder, marginalized denoising auto-encoder, sparse auto-encoder, contractive auto-encoder and variational auto-encoder (VAE).
In exercise recommender system, traditional collaborative filter models predict preference of a student based on matrix factor technology, but they do not utilize useful side information, such as content of items, abilities of KCs of a student. So the traditional collaborative filtering has poor performance and sparse issue. Based on deep model and wide mode, our method mitigates the problem and has a significant improvement in performance. Compared to traditional exercised system, our model has the following merits: 1) It is able to know what a student learned and recommend proper items to solid the knowledge component; 2) It is able to know how well a student grasped the KC and recommend proper difficult items ; 3) It can know what KC a student has a high probability to forget and suggest her to review the KC. The proposed model has been deployed on K12 online education platform and recommended thousands of items for students.
The contribution of this paper is two-folds: 1) The proposed model incorporates DeepCF model and wide linear model to recommend exercises for students; 2) We use negative sampling technology to generate training samples.
In the rest of the paper, we will discuss related work in Section II and present the model in Section III. The experiments and the corresponding results will be given in Section IV. Finally, we will conclude this paper and discuss the future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Collaborative filtering(CF) base methods has extreme performance, winning the Netflix Prize competition [5] . CF makes use of usage or history data, such as user ratings on items, to recommend items that people with similar tastes and preferences have liked in the past. The two primary methods of collaborative filtering are the neighborhood method and latent factor model. Matrix factorization is one of the most successful implementation of the latent factor model. In its basic form, matrix factorization characterizes both items and users by vectors of factors inferred from item rating patterns. However, CF suffers from the sparse problem. In order to alleviate the problem, Salakhutdinov et al. [6] proposed probabilistic matrix factorization(PMF) Deep Exercise Recommendation Model Tuanji Gong and Xuanxia Yao model which scaled linearly with the number of observations and performed well on the large, sparse, and very imbalanced dataset. It modeled latent factors of users and items by Gaussian distributions. To improve the recommendation performance of PMF, Bayesian probabilistic matrix factorization method (BPMF) [7] considered a full Bayesian treatment of the parameter space instead of a point estimate used in PMF.
Learning effective features is critical in matrix factorization. Deep learning based methods have emerged as a powerful tool for learning representation. Denoising auto-encoders take a partially corrupted input whilst training to recover the original undistorted input. The goal of auto-encoder is to force the hidden layer to discover more robust features and to prevent it from simply learning the identity function. Vincent et al. [8] presented an stacked denoising auto-encoders with a local denoising criterion to learning useful representations. However, the learned latent factor may not be very effective due to the sparse nature of the ratings and the side information. To mitigate the problem, Li et al [9] proposed a model by combining probabilistic matrix factorization with marginalized denoising stacked auto-encoders. Because precious work could not learn a good representation from content for recommendation task or considered only text modality of the content in multimedia scenario, Li et al [10] proposed a Bayesian generative model called collaborative variant auto encoder (CVAE) that considered both rating and content for recommendation in multimedia scenario.
There are two approaches of integrating auto-encoder with traditional recommender system: tightly coupled model and loose coupled model [3] . Tightly coupled model learns the parameters of auto encoder component and recommender component simultaneously, which enables recommender model to provide guidance for auto encoder to learn more semantic features. It directly couples matrix factorization with deep learning models. Wang et al. [11] proposed a hierarchical Bayesian model which integrated stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) into probabilistic matrix factorization. Loosely coupled model is performed in two steps: learning salient feature representations via auto encoders, and then feeding these feature representations to recommender system. HRCD [12] is a hybrid collaborative model based on auto-encoder and timeSVD++ in loosely coupled approach. It is a time-aware model which uses SDAE to learn item representations from raw features and aims at solving the cold item problem. In order to use the advantage of wide linear model and deep learning model ,Cheng et al. [13] presented wide & deep learning--jointly trained wide linear models and deep neural networks--to combine the benefits of memorization and generalization for recommender systems. Guo et al. [14] proposed a combined model called DeepFM which combined the power of factorization machines for recommendation and deep learning for feature learning in a new neural network architecture.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Problem Definition
Given a set of users Fig.1 . Fig.1(a) is the DeepCF component and it incorporates two SDAE nets into matrix factorization. Fig.1(b)  is sigmoid activation function.  is the control factor that balances the two components. Our objective is to predict the rating that all user u on items in observed dataset. We use cross entropy loss as loss function as follows: 
C. Deep CF Component
We use two stacked denoising auto-encoder nets to learn low dimension representation of user and item respectively. The two SDAE nets have same architecture with multiple layers and the bottleneck layer of two nets has same size. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the SDAE architecture. The first two layers encode the input to latent vector, the latter two layers decode the latent vector to reconstruct the input. Because using denoising technology can enhance the robust of feature, the input to SDAE net is corrupted with different type of corrupted method, such as Gaussian noise, mask noise, and salt-and-pepper noise. In low dimension latent space, we use matrix factorization method to predict the rating.
The SDAE model has N weight layers, first N/2 layers encode the input x to latent vector, last N/2 layers decode to reconstruct the input . The loss function of SDAE is the sum of squared error:  is sigmoid activation function, () R θ is regular term with L2.  is smoothing factor.
The gradient of parameters are calculated by stochastic gradient decent and back propagation [15] .
Taking log for Eq.2 and adding L2 regularize term, we get loss objective function as follows: ( , )   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 log (1 ) 
where 
D. Input of SDAE net
The input of user SDAE is the abilities of KCs in a discipline that a student achieves and the ability value ranges from 0 to 1. The input size depends on the number of KCs in one discipline, for example, the number of KCs of math course in high school is 1786. The input of item SDAE consists of property features and content feature of an item. The content is embedded into low dimension feature and property features are transformed into real-valued type. The low-dimension content feature and transformed property features are concatenated as input of item SDAE.
E. Wide Linear Component
Similar to wide component in [13] , our wide linear component is a generalized linear model of the form T ww y W X b =+ , as illustrated in Fig.1(b) 
F. Network Training
Given a set of training set T consisting of N tuples, we optimize the model through Adam [18] over shuffled mini-batches. Adam is an adaptive version of gradient descent which adaptively controls the step size with respect to the absolute value of the gradient and learning rate. The updating rules for parameter set θ of the networks are introduced in the next section.Weight matrix is initialized by using Glorot algorithm [19] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset Setup
To evaluate the performance of the model in real-world applications, we collected an exercised dataset at an online education company. The dataset is collected from exercise logs, which contains more than 50K user's exercise logs.
For our purpose, we analyze the data from September 1, 2016 to Feb 1, 2018. We pick these students who are senior and have exercised on math courses. Our model can also be applied to other courses. For items ,the math course contains 1786 KCs and for every KC we select number of items ranging from 5 to 10 with difficulty between 0.2 to 0.9.The dataset amounts to 25860 items. We randomly select 8000 users who have exceeded 50 exercise times. We divide the dataset into three subsets of training set, validation set, and test set. We use 80% of the dataset as the training set, 10% as validation set to tune the hyper-parameters, and the rest is used as the test set.
B. Fill Missed Rating
Since a user can do only a small proportion of items, there are a lot of missed rating data. According to exercise logs, we use negative sampling method to generate rating matrix. The rating matrix has binary value with 1 indicating the user need to exercise and 0 indicating the user do not need to exercise the item. The sampling algorithm follows the below rules:
(1). Items will be rated as 0 if they have covering same knowledge component and less or equal difficult than the item that an user responded correctly. (2). Items will be rated as 1 if a) Difficulty of the item is higher than items that an user can respond correctly.
b) The item covers the KCs that an user do not exercise before and c) The item has approximate difficult and same knowledge component with items that the user failed to answer correctly.
C. Feature Descriptions
User features consist of ability feature and property feature. The ability features include the ability of each KC in math course and course ability. Course ability of a student is weight average of abilities of all KCs in one course. The math course in high school has 1786 KCs. Property features of user feature is shown in Tab.1.
Item feature consists of property features and content feature. Content feature is the content of an item, which is text type of feature.
D. Evaluation Metrics
We use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under ROC (AUC-ROC) as evaluation metrics. 
E. Experimental Results a) Baseline system
We use probabilistic matrix factorization [6] as the baseline system.
b) Number layers of SDAE
We conduct experiment with different layer and different size of latent vector. Result shows that the SDAE net with more layer has more performance and size of latent vector has a slight effort. In our experiment, we found that SDAE with 4 layer and size of latent vector with 300 attains highest performance with 0.837 AUC, shown in Tab.2. The reason behind is that deep layers have more powerful representation. 
F. Performances
In our dataset, we conduct an experiment to compare the performance of four models, as shown in Fig.2 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a hybrid model combining DeepCF model and wide linear model. DeepCF model uses SDAE net integrating side information and property information of items to learn a robust low dimension representation of items that include side information. The hybrid model using advantages of deep model and wide model achieves the best performance with an 10% relative increase than baseline model.
For future work, we will use novel models, e.g. CNN or RNN, to improve performance of exercise recommendation.
